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Defect structure in micropillars using x-ray microdiffraction
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White beam x-ray microdiffraction is used to investigate the microstructure of micron-sized Si, Au,
and Al pillars fabricated by focused ion beam 共FIB兲 machining. Comparison with a Laue pattern
obtained from a Si pillar made by reactive ion etching reveals that the FIB damages the Si structure.
The Laue reflections obtained from the metallic pillars fabricated by FIB show continuous and
discontinuous streakings, demonstrating the presence of strain gradients. © 2006 American Institute
of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2358204兴
Size effects in plasticity resulting from the reduction in
specimen size have received much attention in recent years
since conventional theories do not explicitly incorporate geometrical length-scale dependencies. In order to circumvent
the coupled effects of strain gradients, as are encountered in
nanoindentation and wafer curvature testing, microcompression testing is a technique to study the effects of geometric
size.1–4 In these experiments, a columnar structure is fabricated, typically using focused ion beam 共FIB兲 machining
from a thin film or bulk specimen, with diameters on the
order of tens of microns down to 100 nm. The columns are
then compressed using a nanoindenter outfitted with a flat
punch indenter. The results show a general trend of increasing strength with decreasing diameters. The rationale for
such behavior is greatly debated, with emerging theories including dislocation exhaustion and stochastic, scale-free dislocation mechanisms.2,3,5,6
Computational simulations are currently being carried
out in order to explore the origin of this geometric lengthscale size effect. Recent results from a dislocation dynamics
simulation utilizing a homogeneous distribution of FrankRead sources have reproduced the experimental observation
that smaller is stronger in both two dimensional7,8 and three
dimensional9 simulations. However, these results may be fortuitous if the initial microstructure used in the simulation
does not appropriately represent the sample. Such characterization of the initial structure is critical to understand the
underlying mechanisms of the observed size effects. However, experimental difficulties have limited internal structure
characterization of columns prior to deformation. Nondestructive methods with high spatial resolution are required;
characterization of adjacent material from which the column
is fabricated may not be appropriate, due to spatial variation
in defect distribution, and more importantly, due to potential
artifacts caused by the column fabrication process itself. The
latter is of particular concern for FIB machined structures.
Although it is believed that Ga implantation has a minor
effect on the initial microstructure of metallic structures,1 the
a兲
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implanted ions create highly mobile point defects that can
collapse in planar defect structures. For example, careful
studies of FIB and conventionally electropolished Cu-based
transmission electron microscopy samples have demonstrated a significant increase in dislocation density in the FIB
samples.10
To shed light on the initial microstructure and on possible FIB damage we have performed polychromatic Laue
diffraction at the microXAS beamline of the Swiss Light
Source on Si pillars made both by FIB milling and by deep
reactive ion etching 共DRIE, SF6 plasma for etching, C4F8 for
passivation兲 and on Au and Al pillars made by FIB milling.
The DRIE process is optimized for smooth sidewalls. Further
sidewall smoothing was obtained by oxidizing the pillar with
a 0.5 m thick sacrificial layer which was subsequently removed by wet etching. The DRIE prepared Si pillar has a
diameter of about 1 m and a height of 2.6 m. The FIB
prepared pillars were made by perpendicular FIB milling 共
30 keV, final polishing step with 50 pA兲3 of either patterned
single crystal 共100兲 Si wafers, large grain Au wire, or slices
of polycrystalline Al films on Si. The 4 m diameter Au and
the 2.7 m diameter Si were single crystal and the 4 m
diameter Al pillar contained around six grains. Pt markers
were deposited by FIB in the neighborhood of the pillars to
facilitate alignment in the x-ray beam.
Polychromatic diffraction patterns were performed in
conventional Laue transmission geometry with photon energies ranging from 2 to 20 keV. Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror focusing optics was used to obtain a beam full width at half
maximum of 3 ⫻ 4 m2 in the focal plane with a maximum
angular divergence of 0.2⫻ 0.3 mrad. The sample pillars
were mounted perpendicular to the beam at the focal plane
using a four-axis sample manipulator with submicron positioning accuracy. Fluorescent signal mappings of the Pt
markers 共for the Si and Al samples兲 and of the Au were used
to locate the pillars and ensure full illumination while avoiding irradiation of the underlying material. A large area
charged-coupled-device 共CCD兲 detector with 3862
⫻ 2526 pixel resolution and a pixel size of 32 m2 recorded
the diffraction patterns at a sample to detector distance of
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Laue pattern of DRIE-Si pillar 共a兲, SEM picture 共b兲,
truncated contour plot 共c兲, and 2D intensity distribution 共d兲 of 共1 − 33兲.

53.5 mm. The CCD plate was placed perpendicular to the
incident beam direction, which, combined with the relative
low energy range of the beam, resulted in a limited number
of reflections that could be recorded.
The Laue patterns of the Si pillars show reflections from
the 共331兲, 共113兲, and 共242兲 families of lattice planes for the
incoming beam parallel to the 关011兴 direction. Figure 1
shows results for the DRIE-Si pillar, including a Laue pattern
共a兲, a scanning electron microscope 共SEM兲 image of the pillar 共b兲, the truncated contour plot 共c兲, and two dimensional
共2D兲 intensity profile 共d兲 of the 共1 − 33兲 Laue reflection. All
reflections show peak shapes similar to the peak profiles of a
Si wafer reference sample. The observed asymmetry in the
2D intensity plot 共d兲 is therefore a result of the beam divergence profile, the scattering, and the detector geometry. The
rings visible in the background of the Laue pattern have a
very low intensity 共intensities of peak/ring/background are
5000/ 250/ 200兲 and are probably due to a surface oxide layer
on the pillar.
The Laue pattern of the FIB-Si pillar is similar to that
from the DRIE-Si pillar and shows nine reflections of the
same families. Figure 2 shows a SEM picture of the FIB-Si
pillar and the contour plots of the 共1 − 33兲, 共133兲, and 共113兲
reflections. Laue spot streaking was observed for all recorded
reflections; however, the profile of the intense part of the
peak was similar to the one observed for the DRIE-Si pillar.
The streaking direction is peak dependent as can be seen in
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Contour plots of two reflections of the Au pillar 关共a兲
and 共b兲兴, SEM picture of the Al pillar 共c兲, and contour plot of an Al reflection showing continuous streaking 共d兲.

Fig. 2 where the arrow on the contour plots points towards
the center of the Laue pattern and the angle given in degrees
gives the offset from the radial direction. The intensity of the
streaks is low compared to the intensity of the main diffraction peaks for all observed reflections from the FIB-Si, suggesting that the volume of the damaged region causing the
streaking is small.
The white beam Laue pattern of the Au pillar contains
four heavily streaked and asymmetric reflection peaks. Due
to the fact that the initial orientation of the pillar is not
known, the pattern with very few diffraction spots could not
be indexed. Figures 3共a兲 and 3共b兲 show representative contour plots of two of the reflections observed for the Au pillar.
Both reflections show discontinuous intensity distributions,
where 共a兲 shows peak splitting in both radial and azimuthal
directions of the Laue pattern by 0.26° and 0.3°, respectively,
with both subpeaks having about equal intensities, whereas
共b兲 shows the presence of splitting predominantly in the radial direction. The Al pillar, shown in Fig. 3共c兲, shows a
higher number of Laue reflections due to the fact that it contains approximately six grains. Some of the reflections show
similar discontinuous intensity distributions whereas others
show large, continuous streaking as demonstrated in Fig.
3共d兲.
White beam Laue diffraction patterns taken from either
perfect single crystals or from single crystals containing randomly distributed dislocations with no net Burgers vector
content11–13 exhibit uniform, axisymmetric peaks 共assuming
effects from thermal asterism are negligible兲. However, the
presence of an excess of dislocations of one type 共unpaired
dislocations兲 or the presence of dislocation patterns can lead
to strong nonaxisymmetric peak broadening and continuous
or discontinuous Laue streaking.13 For instance, unpaired
geometrically necessary boundary dislocations cause discontinuous streaking while unpaired geometrically necessary individual dislocations would cause continuous streaking.12
The streak direction of the Laue spot depends on the dislocation tensor and the effective strain gradient. In the case of
single slip the streak direction depends on the dislocation slip
system orientation. Inhomogeneous deviatoric elastic strains
can also cause Laue streaking provided the elastic strains are
large enough.
The comparison of the FIB prepared and etched Si pillars clearly illustrates that the FIB introduces damage in the

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 SEM picture of the FIB-Si pillar 共a兲 and contour plots
of the reflections 关共b兲–共d兲兴 共1 − 33兲, 共133兲, and 共113兲.
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Si. For the DRIE-Si pillar the peak profiles can be explained
by the beam divergence of the x-ray microbeam. The low
intensity Laue streaking observed for the FIB-Si pillar must
then be related to a small volume of material that is damaged
by FIB milling. It is well known that FIB milling of Si creates a surface amorphous layer,14 as well as Ga incorporation, which could lead to a complex strain distribution within
the pillar.15 The observed amount of streaking could be explained by anisotropic elastic strain distributions within the
pillar, but to rule out contributions of excess dislocations or
pure rotational effects due to, for instance, recrystallization
of an amorphous layer,14 further investigations are needed.
The asymmetric intensity distributions from the FIB-Au
and FIB-Al pillars are much more significant than those from
the FIB-Si. The high intensities of the streaks and splitting of
the peaks in the Laue patterns indicate contributions from
large fractions of the pillar volumes. According to current
understanding of streaking in Laue patterns, the results indicate that the FIB-metal pillars not only contain unpaired dislocations in the lattice but also rotational displacement
fields11–13 and possibly dilatational effects, the latter needing
energy scans for confirmation.16 It is well known that FIB
does introduce structural defects such as dislocations10 in
soft fcc metals, and therefore it can be expected that part of
the microstructure we are observing results from making the
pillars. However, to what extent the structure is due to FIB
treatment and is different from the starting material are matters for further research.
In summary, the current results demonstrate the power of
white beam Laue diffraction to contribute to the understanding of size effects in plasticity and how it relates to the initial
microstructure of micropillars. The above results demonstrate that at least for Si the sample preparation does interfere
with the initial microstructure. Our observations on Al and
Au pillars show that the initial microstructure is more complex than a simple homogeneous distribution of dislocations
with no net Burgers vector content, demonstrating the presence of strain gradients in micropillars. Knowledge of the
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initial dislocation structure is essential as input for mesoscopic simulations such as dislocation dynamics that aim to
understand size effects in plasticity, a topic that currently
receives intense international focus.
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